Pathologic features of cryopreserved aortic allograft implanted in the active infection
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Cryopreserved aortic allografts are believed to be more resistant to infectious circumstances than are synthetic grafts. However, their tolerance against infection remains unclear despite, good clinical outcomes. Few pathologic findings of cryopreserved aortic allografts implanted in active infectious sites have been reported in the literature. We report our pathologic findings from a cryopreserved aortic allograft that failed to survive in the active infection site.

Clinical Summary
A 67-year-old man with a saccular descending thoracic aortic aneurysm (Figure 1, A) underwent endovascular repair with a covered stent (self-expandable Cook-Z stent 30 mm + UBE woven graft 30 mm; Cook Incorporated, Bloomington, Ind). Although the stent-grafting was successful, the patient was back at our hospital with high-grade fever 3 weeks after the procedure. The white blood cell count was 8800 cells/μL, with a leftward shift. The serum C-reactive protein level was increased 5.4 mg/dL. A blood culture demonstrated growths of Enterococcus faecalis and Enterobacter cloacae. A computed tomographic scan of the chest showed fluid collection with air retention around the stent-graft. Although the cause was unknown, aortoosophageal fistula was confirmed by endoscopy and esophageal fluoroscopy (Figure 1, B).

With the patient under general anesthesia, the esophagus was first resected through a left lateral thoracotomy. The infected stent-graft and the residual aneurysm (T9 through T12) were resected en bloc under partial cardiopulmonary bypass. The cryopreserved aortic allograft was implanted with continuous 4-0 polypropylene running sutures. Despite aggressive postoperative intravenous antibiotic therapy, the patient’s circulation collapsed on postoperative day 17 from disruption of the proximal allograft anastomosis. The chest was reopened on emergency basis. The allograft was severely contaminated with purulent discharge and had a pseudoaneurysm at the proximal anastomosis. The allograft was replaced with a polytetrafluoroethylene graft with additional omentum wrapping. However, the patient died of sepsis with multiorgan failure on day 21. Tissue culture of the explanted allograft demonstrated E faecalis.

Pathologic Findings
Vast numbers of cocci and neutrophils were observed in the whole intima of the explanted allograft but not in the media (Figure 2, A). Abscess formations were also detected in both the intima and the adventitia. Staining for α-smooth muscle actin to detect smooth muscle cells yielded negative results, even in the media (Figure 2, C), and CD34 staining to detect endothelial cells yielded negative results as well. Smooth muscle cells, bacteria, and even neutrophils were not observed at all in the media, although the elastic fiber framework was preserved intact (Figure 2, B). The boundary lines between the acellular media and the infected intima and adventitia were quite distinct.

Discussion
Prosthetic vascular graft infection usually results in worsened outcome. Most reported causes of death have been multiorgan failure, sepsis, suture line disruption, and gastrointestinal bleeding. Cryopreserved aortic allografts are widely applied for graft infection because of a potential resistance against infection.

Vogt and colleagues2 have suggested that the alleged superior resistance of aortic allografts against infection could be related to their cell viability, which allows improved transfer of antibiotics and immunocompetent cells through the wall into the perigraft space. Aortic allografts may also have an enhanced antimicrobial activity relative to conventional grafts because they are stored in antibiotic solution.4

With regard to cellular regeneration, Azuma and associates4 demonstrated that endothelial cells of implanted aortic allografts had initial drop in number by the second day and regenerated within 7 days after transplantation. The number of medial smooth muscle cells in transplanted allografts had recovered to the same population as that in native aortas by 2 weeks after transplantation.5 However, these experimental studies were done without infection.

In our case, regeneration of the allograft was not detected even on day 17 after implantation. We speculate that the severe infection may have disturbed regeneration of the allograft. Eventually, the allograft was disrupted at the proximal anastomosis. This complication may have been caused by loss of medial smooth muscle cells, which are closely related to the strength of the aortic walls.

The distinct boundary lines between the acellular media and the infected intima and adventitia may be specific findings in this condition. Despite severe infection, the media was free of bacteria and inflammatory cell infiltration, with the elastic fiber framework intact. Although this separation may play a role in resisting infection, the mechanism remains unclear.
In conclusion, we have reported the pathologic findings of the cryopreserved aortic allograft implanted in active infection site. Residual active infection may interfere with the survival of the allograft. More pathologic reports with regard to infected allografts could be helpful to elucidate the mechanism of resistance against infection.
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Figure 1. A, Angiography demonstrated saccular descending thoracic aortic aneurysm. B, Esophageal fluoroscopy confirmed aortoesophageal fistula.

Figure 2. A, Vast numbers of cocci and neutrophils were observed in intima and adventitia, with abscess formation. There were no bacteria, neutrophils, or even smooth muscle cells in media (hematoxylin-eosin stain; original magnifications ×40 main, ×400 inset). i, intima; m, media; a, adventitia. B, Elastic fiber framework was preserved intact in media (elastica van Gieson stain; original magnification ×40). C, α-Smooth muscle actin stain negative for smooth muscle cells in allograft (original magnification ×40).